What do we know?
Do we ask the right questions?
Where do we find the answers?

Julia von Weiler
Psychologist
What‘s on your mind?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxVZYiJKI1Y
What does living in the era of digital exhibitionism mean for youths?
Send me your dirty pictures

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgnXl7fz0Bc
How does the notion of privacy, self presentation, being oneself change?
HOLY CRAP
I'M BATMAN!
What do we know?

The era of digital exhibitionism produces millions of selfies every day, including countless sexting images.
How do we – as adult professionals – understand what is going on?
Google glass family dinner

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FV8WAMCoPdI
How do we address children and adolescents?
What about disclosure?
What about therapy?
What about law enforcement?
How do we address parents?
How do we address professional carers?
Social Media guard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u3BRY2RF5I
I FORGOT TO PUT THE LIGHT ON

http://www.childline.org.uk/Play/GetInvolved/Pages/sexting-zipit-app.aspx
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